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Open Video Systems and the Media Marketplace

May 23 , 1996

Eli Noam : Good evening ladies and gent lemen . I’d like to welcome you .I’m Eli Noam , the Director

of the Columbia Inst i tute for Tele - Informat ion , and we have a wonderful event here, dealing with

an important topic . That is , I think it is important. The reason why is I would like to have the panel

tell me whether this is real or hypothet ical . It is the quest ion whether the opt ion of an open video

plat form , the one that Congress int roduced in its legislat ion , without, it should be noted , virtually

any public debate or hearing that I can recall, just kind of came suddenly . And so the quest ion is

really is this a realist ic opt ion ? Of course, it is one of those three opt ions , and I’m sure we’ll hear
a

more about it . But is this an opt ion that anyone is interested in , before we get hung up on the detai ls

on exact ly how we’re going to st ructure something that nobody’s going to use anyway. And so one

of the things that our panelists would like to address is how will this happen, and secondly will i t

happen ? As I understand this, there’s a common carriage model and there’s a cable television modela

as auct ions. The cable television model - let ’s call i t the cont ract carrier versus the common carrier

and then there is this hybrid in between : the open video plat form . I have actually done some thinking

on the quest ion of common carriers compet ing with non - common carriers and I have come to a

conclusion in a paper called the Impending Doom of Common Carriage that the two really can’t

coexist in head to head compet it ion . Cont ract carriage is more powerful. I’m not saying this as an

advocate in any way. I’m just observing the econom ics . And that there’s really no hybrid possible

between them so that cont ract carriage is in the last and private carriage is going to be dom inant. And

so the quest ion is will the FCC, will Congress , be able to establish a third auct ion in between ,
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especially since the auct ion is a voluntary one, and it wi ll be voluntary in return for what ? In returna

for some deregulat ion , for example, absence of rate regulat ion. But then the quest ion is can it t ruly

be unregulated in terms of rate, i f at the same t ime the law requires that prices will be

nondiscrim inatory. Well, how can one figure that one out, unless one does some analysis

cont inuously whether the rates are appropriate and nondiscrim inatory. So those are some of the

issues I think that we will have to analyze here tonight. And so we have a wonderful panel dealing
a

with this . But before I int roduce Tom Landry and the panel to you , I also would like to share the

excitement with you of something new that we have just unveiled at Columbia last Friday, which

we call the Virtual Inst i tute for Informat ion , V.I.I., you know , N.I.I., G.I.I., why not ? And that is ,

for all of you interested in media communicat ions informat ion research , a wonderful tool to find

other work on areas of interest to you , and also to post your own work , because it is a plat form with

a t ranslat ion into HTML in a Website, and search engines in which you can log on and then look for

other work on subjects that you’re interested in , both academ ic , government reports , other

inst i tut ions, linkages, whatever, and post your own stuff on it too , plus a lot of other features. We

will have t ime at the end when Steve Messer, who has been masterm inding this , will give you some

more detai ls . We are very excited about it . It is quite unique, and this is very useful part icularly i f

you are not cont inuously in touch with other people working in this area . Now, this event tonight is

largely not my doing but Tom Landry’s. I would like to int roduce Tom . Also we’ll int roduce the

topic . Tom has ident if ied the speakers and organized this event and we are ext remely grateful that

he came to do this . He is get t ing his doctorate at the law school and we should be expect ing great

things from him , so he’ll int roduce the topic : the open video plat form .
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Tom Landry: Well , VDT is dead , long live OVS . I want to set the stage and get right to the panel.

They are the ones you want to hear tonight. Things were simple in the old days , when you had video

programming delivered by broadcasters and telephone companies delivering point -to -point personal

communicat ions and that was about it . Of course , since the 1960’s , a lot of the walls have come

down and now you have video programming delivered by landline cable and by over - the- air

subscript ion services in addit ion to the old broadcast services . And you have personal

communicat ions delivered by over - the -air as well as t radit ional landline telephone services. But one

thing hasn’t changed, and that ’s that telephone companies st i ll don’t provide video programming.

That may be part ly because of their faci li t ies which aren’t bui lt for that. But perhaps it ’s primari ly

because the FCC in 1970 adopted a policy that prohibited them from delivering video programming

to customers in their service areas. That policy was incorporated into the Cable Act of 1984 which

federalized cable law in the United States. But telcos remained interested in video delivery and the

FCC adopted a model called video dialtone that perm it ted telcos to provide - well , i t was basically

a common carriage model . It perm it ted them to provide the conduit but not the content for video

programming. We’re gathered here today to pay our respects to VDT and to greet the new edit ion

to the media fam ily which is the open video system . The Telecom Act of 1996 decrees that the FCC

shall abandon its VDT approach and that telcos may provide video , as Eli said , in any of three ways,

as cable systems operators, as radio operators of DBS, MMDS and so forth , or as open video system

operators. Well we know what cable is and we know what over - the - air services are , but what ’s an

OVS, and how will i t work , what will i t mean for compet it ion for consumers , and as Eli suggested ,

not only i f they build it wi ll anyone come but will they even build it ? The FCC’s considering in the

pending rule making, but for now let ’s get into it with our own panel of dist inguished experts, the
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f i rst of whom will be Professor Monroe Price of the Benjam in M. Cardozo School of Law . Professor

Price please .

Monroe Price : I think OVS is a li t t le bit like , Eli said , the dist inct ion between overly hot and overly

cold and the quest ion is can you find something in the m iddle? This is a bizarre statute , which I

think has quite a lot to do with VDT. I m ight disagree with how any of it m ight be interest ing to look

at the ext remes of VDT and to see how much it wi ll influence the development and exact

formulat ion of the OVS system . The business is a system in which the statute has a lot of really

diff icult problems in it , and I’ll t ry to get into some of them . And the indust ries , the telephone

indust ry, the cable indust ry, are bat t ling, in some ways to make it operable , in some ways to make

it inoperable . I think that one of the quest ions here is , what will be the result in terms of the clash

of indust ries and how things will be resolved ? I’d like to step right into some of the part iculari t ies

of it . First thing is , a requirement that a telephone company receive a cert i f icate from the FCC before

it goes into the OVS business and this cert i f icate has to be approved by the FCC within ten days of

receipt . And these are incredibly elaborate systems and one of the issues that the FCC tried to do

within the NPRM , is how can we test whether or not an OVS system is in compliance in ten days,

and of course the answer is probably they can’t . This is part of the Congress’s effort to impose lots

of regulatory aspects and then claim that they’re deregulat ing by slapping the agency at the same

t ime . Among the things that have to be in the cert i f icate , for example, are an indicat ion that the OVS

system will not discrim inate against the assignment of video carriage, and it won’t be discrim inatory,>

i t won’t provide unjust and unreasonable rates or rates that are not - let ’s see if I can get the exact

term because it ’s such a wonderful term - it doesn’t provide for unjust or unreasonable
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discrim inat ion . Now here, the first diff iculty exists within the statute. That is to say, what const i tutes

a just and reasonable rate, and a rate that ’s not unjust ly or unreasonably discrim inatory ? Built into>

i t is some suggest ion that there is a possibi li ty of discrim inat ion and the FCC and the NPRM has

suggested that there are grounds on which an OVS operator can discrim inate in terms of the nature

of the services provided , the cost of obtaining or providing the service . That there m ight be a

potent ial that the FCC wasn’t clear about this, of discrim inat ing between non -profi t providers and

home-shopping or pay -per -view providers. But any rate, this quest ion of what const i tutes

discrim inat ion in carriage and what const i tutes discrim inat ion i f at all in rate regulat ion is one of the

big issues right off the bat in a cert i f icat ion process. And as I think the FCC said it ’s going toa

resolve, and it wi ll say, i f the OVS operator declares that it wi ll abide by these regulat ions, generally

that will be sufficient for cert i f icat ion, and then it wi ll be up to a complaint process or a factual

determ inat ion afterwards to see i f the OVS operator is not in compliance. The thing that ’s quite

interest ing is another provision of Sect ion 653 which says that i f demand exceeds supply of cable

channels, then an amazing thing is t riggered . The OVS operator, which prior to this t rigger was

perm it ted to program the channels itself or through an affi liate, is now rest ricted to one - third of the

channel capacity . This itself poses a really interest ing issue because it may well be that, for one

thing , in a digital world , i t ’s hard to tell what one-third of the channels means . I think that there’s

some indicat ion if this is a switched system , this problem falls out. How do you dist inguish between

the analog and digital systems ? This was a problem in VDT itself where there m ight have been

discrim inat ion in terms of assignment of digital versus analog channels. At any rate, this clip of one

third is really an amazing thing. One of the issues I’m concerned about is , what does it mean to say

that demand exceeds supply ? Does that mean that the pricing of channels is not appropriate because
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you would think there would be a market clearing price at which that demand curve would intersect

with a supply curve. So it ’s only because there must be something in the pricing st ructure that could

lead to the situat ion that demand would exceed supply and the operator wouldn’t have the capacity

properly to price it . And that leads to another set of quest ions which I’m sure we’ll get into and that

is cost allocat ion and insurance that not only our rates are nondiscrim inatory, but they are just , and

the quest ion is what " just " means ? Do you mean just to the telephone regulated subscriber, or does

it mean just in terms of the cable operator compet itor , or what ? What is just ? Who is to be served

by the just rate here ? And is the rate that ’s just that rate that is not market clearing, but leads to a

situat ion in which demand exceeds supply ? I think I’m running out of t ime here , but I’ll pick one

other or two other really interest ing issues ... And that is the must carry provisions . This statute

imports almost as to simply a number of provisions from Tit le VI , one of which is the must carry

and PEG channels. And it ’s not clear in this statute what must carry applies to ; i f the OVS operator

is programming, in a sense , 20 channels or 70 channels to look like your cable operator, you can

think of must carry as part of that. But what about the affi liated channels that are also on this OVS

plat form ? Does a must carry operat ion apply to them , and does the cable operator have the duty to

assure that there is a kind of buy through of a must carry t ier before any other signal on the OVS

plat form is acquired by the subscriber. So a model which you might think of, which is , this is the

heaven - sent relief for the start - up program suppliers, say he wants to call up and say � I want to get

on your plat form ’, the quest ion is �Will we have to go through the must carry in PEG to buy a single

channel here? ’ So , I’l l leave you with that and cont inue the quest ions .

Eli Noam : The format we’ll have is where the speaker speaks for six or so m inutes . There can be
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instant quest ioning and replies before we get to the next speaker . Just not too long so that i t ’s not

just the speaker speaking. So we’d like you to quest ion or to comment and that goes to the panel too .

Quest ion : What is the const i tut ionali ty of the must carry as applied to OVS given that it barely

survives the must carry on cable ? I guess the quest ion is ult imately can the same argument be made -
-

that is i f i t ’s important, which I’m not sure it is - to have a free over - the-air broadcast ing system ?
-

And it ’s potent ially OVS that ’s going to be a subst i tute for cable; we don’t know whether it is or not .a

That is , is this a subst i tute that ’s going to overwhelm the city? That there’s going to be a massive

shift to an OVS system ? In fact the two operators themselves will choose an OVS model . And the

quest ion is can you do it in a protect ive way?

Answers (panelists ) : We were one of the plaint i ffs in the case that is going back to the Supreme

Court this Fall . We’re fairly hopeful that i t ’s going to be st ruck down this t ime, given that as the

Professor said , that i t barely survived last t ime and what it was remanded to the Dist rict Court for

was to see whether broadcast ing really was in genuine jeopardy. And the discovery clearly showed

that broadcast ing is not in any serious jeopardy, and therefore the basis the Supreme Court had on

doesn’t even exist . So I think it ’s going to fall down altogether.

I think that the one factor that you have to consider is that there’s also a desire for some regulatory

parity between OVS and cable so i f must carry is going to apply to the cable operators and if a

certain amount of the plat form is going to be taken with must carry for cable operator, there’s an

interest for having parity i f an OVS operator is going to compete.
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This is an argument which is going to be made constant ly which is the dist inct ion between

deregulat ion in a level playing field .a

You know there was a sim ilar provision for carrying public programming. And just to show that

we’re not only looking out for ourselves , but really do take the First Amendment seriously , we

challenge that provision too. Unfortunately, for us , that ’s one thing that the Dist rict judge did declare

unconst i tut ional. So we didn’t end up get t ing the parity, but when we looked at the issue, we thought

that they should both fall.

Eli Noam : Let ’s move to our second speaker here. I would stay away from the int roduct ions because

we really want to hear them and we have provided you with biographical detai ls that you can glance

or read at . These are ext remely dist inguished people and it wi ll take half an hour just to int roduce

them . Meredith Jones , of the FCC, who will have to decide all this before it goes to the Supreme

Court .

Meredith Jones : Lucki ly it ’s the office of General Counsel that will go the Supreme Court, not me.

I’m Chief of the Cable Services Bureau at the FCC and it ’s the Cable Services Bureau that ’s been

charged with the staff work of put t ing out, get t ing together a not ice for the Commission’s

considerat ion , which the Commission issued in March . The comment period for that closed Apri l

11. We’ve been reading the comments and we’ve put together a proposal for the Commission to

consider to adopt the final rules . One of the things about the OVS statute in the 1996 Act is that it

requires the Commission to have final rules , including a reconsiderat ion proceeding by August 8 ,
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so we have a very, very short amount of t ime to do with , to give you some sense of where we are in

terms of t im ing . I just meant that the law requires that we have the final order adopted and then have

a thirty day period following the final order during which people can pet it ion for reconsiderat ion of

the Commission’s ruling, and then we were required to have a fi fteen day reply period to the pet it ions

for reconsiderat ion . So if you start with August 8 , you’re back 45 days from there to just meet the

m inimum statutory requirements, and then we have to get it published in the federal register which

takes ext ra t ime. So that I guess what I’m trying to say is that very short ly after we disband tonight,

you shall be able to click on the Cable Bureau’s port ion of the FCC’s Website and see it com ing out

which I don’t know if any of you are interested in but we do have it , let ’s see, ht tp , www , and then

it ’s foc.com . But we in the Cable Services Bureau do put everything up there. I think what we see

at the Commission is a lot of what went on with VDT, you do see in the OVS. I mean immediately

prior to the adopt ion of the 1996 Act , the Commission was considering the VDT item and t rying to

consider what port ions of Tit le VI m ight or may not apply and what port ions of Tit le II apply. And

I think what Congress decided to do in the 1996 Act was to give the Commission some clear

guidance on how to go forward . I think that the bot tom line of the OVS is that in exchange for the

OVS operator agreeing to give up two-thirds of its plat form to unaffi liated programmers , the OVS

operator is relieved of many of the requirements of the franchise process that cable generally goes

through . The OVS operator must pay a matching franchise fee on its revenues that is equivalent to

the franchise fees the cable operators pay on their revenues and also it must match the must carry

and the PEG obligat ions that are imposed on the cable operator. But there are other things in the

franchise process that people have found t ime-consum ing that the OVS operator would not have to

go through. And from what we hear from people who are interested in exploring the OVS is just
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the franchise process is t ime-consum ing for no other reason than that there are another 33,000

franchise areas in the US . And the way cable has been able to build out is that each cable company

has entered into agreement with each franchise authority for each area in which it operates. So that

was a big factor in the telephone companies’ interest in get t ing into video service.

I’d say we’ve now digested all of the comments and the reply comments that we’ve received in the

OVS system , and I think that there are some key quest ions that come out of it that we need to look

at in reaching a final decision with respect to OVS . I would say one major quest ion is that statute

clearly says that local exchange carriers (or LECs) can become OVS operators. A major quest ions

is can a non -LEC become an OVS operator ? Obvious non - LECs who might care to become OVS

operators are cable companies , elect ric ut i li t ies, and other kinds of people . But those are the two

large contenders . Second , which has been related to by prior commentators , is can the OVS operator

take all of the analog capacity on this system for itself ? In other words, when the statute talks about

the OVS operator having one-third of the capacity being reduced to one-third of the capacity of the

system where demand exceeds the capacity, could the OVS operator say "Well, I’ll take one-third

but P.S. it ’ll be all the analog capacity of the system and other programmers are relegated to a digital

capacity .� In the days of a video dialtone most of the people t rying to get on the system today want

analog capacity. And I think in the number of the t rials what we saw was an oversubscript ion to the

analog capacity and the dearth of applicat ion for the digital capacity. The quest ion that we had asked

is that statute reads that the OVS operator can be reduced to one - third of the capacity i f other

unaffi liated programmers have demand in the end that exceeds supply . The quest ion we asked was

whether the OVS operator could be reduced to one-third of the capacity i f that would leave the OVS
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operator with less capacity than an unaffi liated programmer ; which would be happening for example

if an unaffi liated video programmer came in and said they wanted all of the capacity, the only other

person they wanted to go out of system was the OVS operator, would the statute, would the

Congress contemplate reducing the OVS operator to one-third of the capacity allowing the

unaffi liated programmer to get two-thirds ?

A major issue is also how the program access rules , laws, and regulat ions will apply in the OVS.

Under the 1992 Cable Act , satelli te delivered programming that ’s vert ically integrated with cable

operators has to be made available to compet ing mult i - channel video programming dist ributors. So

the quest ion is how does that work out on the OVS plat form . We’ve had programmers who come

in and say, well technically we’re subject to the program access rules, but i f we go on the plat form

as an unaffi liated programmer, we don’t want the OVS operator, somebody else on the plat form ,

being allowed to offer our programming because then we’ve got nothing to sell i f our compet itors

on the plat form can also sell our program . That ’s the major issue. And I’m not t rying to signal how

the Commission is com ing out; I’m just telling you what the big issues are . Can cable operators be

t reated different ly then , i f cable operators are allowed to go on a plat form and put together a package

and become an unaffi liated programmer ? Can the OVS operator t reat the cable operator different ly

from other programming providers on the plat form ? This would be a concern that a telco m ighta

raise, that telco builds the plat form , the cable operator who’s already operat ing in the area and wants

to come in and take up the capacity on the plat form . The major quest ion that we’ve had is how

should the cert i f icat ion system be st ructured ? How can we make sure that in this ten day window

that we actually have any abili ty to look at the applicat ions or that others have any abili ty to call
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things to our at tent ion . The quest ion that city , state, and local governments are very interested in

is the extent of their cont rol over the use of the rights - of -way by the OVS operator. And then the

final major quest ion that was alluded to is the just and reasonable rates of carriage, how those are

determ ined . Should we have presumpt ions? Should we, for example, say that i f x% of the capacity

of the system is used by unaffi liated programmers that we’ll just presume the rates reasonable ? If you

have a safe harbor of that nature and it ’s not met , then what do you look at to see whether the rates

being charged are reasonable. So my t ime is up .

Quest ion : Are there Video dialtone systems current ly in operat ion ?

Meredith Jones : Yes . There are some lim ited video dialtone systems that went into operat ion just

before the Act passed . There’s one in Cali fornia. There’s one in Dover Township , NJ. Many of the

video dialtone systems set up prior to the Act , we’ve been advised by the owners of those systems

that they are going to convert them to cable . I think one of the best quest ions that I didn’t address

is , wi ll they build it ? I think that is the biggest quest ion in OVS . If I could have one more second

I’ll tell you what I think . I think one of the big issues is whether you can get to a switched digital

system . Because I think when I listen to the people who’ve come before us , the people who talk

about switched digital seem to have many, many fewer problems with all of these quest ions that I’m

raising than the people who come and talk about analog systems . What we hear from the people who

talk about switched digital is that i f you have a switched digital system , your capacity is virtually

infinite. So that all of these issues about who gets a third, are we cut back , can we make a go of it

with the third , do we charge the just reasonable rates to an unaffi liated programmer - they become

much less content ious. Because, for example, one major Bell operat ing company came in and said
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i f we do a switched digital system for ourselves , we’re confident that we will always have enough

capacity for what programming we want, and we view any unaffi liated programmer com ing on as

somebody who is just cont ribut ing to our cost , to helping us cover the cost for the system with no

marginal burden on us . And that ’s just a very different at t i tude than people who are focusing on

analog systems . With analog systems there’s a lot more content ion .

Quest ion : How much cont rol do OVS operators have?

Meredith Jones : You mean would you st i ll have to allow people to come on ? You wouldn’t have

the complete cont rol that a cable operator has , which is to say I bui lt this for myself and I’m nota

going to carry anybody else .

Quest ion : When will the FCC post its final order on OVS on the Web ?

Meredith Jones : No I didn’t say tomorrow . I didn’t mean to say tomorrow . I just meant that by the

end of the month , beginning of June you can look at .... Very often I think the Commission is known

for proceedings that take years and years and years, and I’m just t rying to st ress that this is not one

of those. But it ’s not going to be tomorrow . I guarantee you that .

Quest ion : What rate regulat ions will apply to OVS operators and will we see OVS operators in a

posit ion sim ilar to SNET’s posit ion in offering telephone service in Connect icut ?

Meredith Jones : Well , f i rst, I’m not a business person for a telco , and I’m sure there are people on

this panel who can speak a lot bet ter to it than I could , but I wi ll point out two things . One,
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Connect icut is different from many states, i t ’s one of the unusual states in which you have a single,

franchise authority for the ent ire state. So , when SNET went in and worked with the Connect icut

PSC they then got statewide coverage. And there are few states that are like that, I think four or five.

But that is rare. And the other thing that I want to ment ion is that when you talk about the regulat ion

of cable, the rate regulat ion of cable , that would not be applicable to anybody building an OVS in

reali ty. Conceptually I guess it could be . But under the 1992 Cable Act where effect ive compet it ion

exists within a franchise area, there is no rate regulat ion . Effect ive compet it ion exists when there

is more than one mult i -channel video programming dist ributor in the area . And they offer in the

aggregate services - the aggregate of the mult i - channel video programming dist ributors who are not

the major mult i - channel video programming dist ributor for the area passes 50 % of the households

and 15 % of the households take their video service from the nondom inant provider . Well , with the

advent of direct broadcast satelli te, which is under our rules considered a mult i - channel video

programming dist ributor for that 50-15 test though not for the new test in the Act. For the 50-15 test ,

that means that the 50%pass rate is met everywhere except perhaps Hawaii and parts of Alaska. So

then you’re really looking at the 15%take rate and since cable is taken by more than 15% of virtually

every franchise area , I mean " you " really the OVS provider, for the new entrant whether they come

in through cable or through OVS rate regulat ions is really not an issue.

Quest ion : Is this really a problem ?

Meredith Jones : Well people come in all day and tell me that ’s a big problem , so I don’t know .

Eli Noam : Well thank you very much . So , now we have Leslie Vial the General At torney Federal
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Regulatory for Bell At lant ic. And as you know Bell At lant ic has been perhaps the most act ive or

certainly one of the most act ive LECs in the video field with various t rials and experiments and

applicat ions.

Leslie Vial : Thank you . Just to answer one quest ion that was raised earlier . The first commercial

video dialtone system is in Dover Township , NJ, which is Bell At lant ic’s system . And maybe we

have a few hundred , maybe a couple thousand customers up in Dover Township right now on the

video dialtone system . OVS is actually one of four - I hate to correct my the previous speakers but -

four opt ions for telephone companies. It may seem unlikely that anybody would choose common

carriage, but that is a fourth opt ion in addit ion to cable, OVS, and the radio broadcast. One thinga

that I think is clear about OVS is that we don’t know what it is going to look like . It is new ; there

are lots of issues . As late as this morning I was having a debate internally in the company as to how

we are going to do part icular aspects of this . And we believe that as a result we really need some

market experience, some trial and error to find out whether this is going to work and how to make

it work . But we do believe that we will offer OVS and we’ll use that as an ent ry vehicle into video ,

and I know Meredith has heard this before, i f the rules come out right . We see two big differences

between OVS and cable, and they’ve been ment ioned before. One is of course is that OVS is open .9

It ’s not common carrier. The second is that it brings with it reduced regulat ion . The primary one

of those, as Meredith has ment ioned , is no franchise obligat ion, although we do pay the franchise

equivalent fee. It also means no Tit le II regulat ion , and having gone through some experience in

video dialtone, that is significant to us . There is a quest ion on how these aspects of regulated but

not regulated square. There is a quest ion of how we will make sure that i t is open . We do have an
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obligat ion to be non -discrim inatory. We also have the abili ty to offer or to carry programmers with

rates that are not unjust ly or unreasonably discrim inatory. From our viewpoint, we are the new

entrant entering a market that has one and maybe two mult i -channel video program dist ributors in

it already. And as a result , we need to be able to meet the expectat ions of the customers , and in this

context, the customer is the programmer who wants carriage on the system . If we are required to do

things, have uniform rates, have public cont racts that other vehicles are not required to have, we

think it is likely we will be disadvantaged in the market. We also think that this makes a viable

program for independent programmers who in many instances are foreclosed from the market right

now . It may be obvious from what I’ve said , but we are one of the companies that is talking

switched - digital video and moving in that direct ion . The system in Dover Township is the first

generat ion of that . So we agreed with Meredith ; we don’t see that we face all of the same issues that

I know others think they face. As the plat form for independent programmers, however , i f we can’t

make a go of this, there is no plat form , and therefore, I think that there is a balance that the FCC -a

the FCC recognized the quest ion and we hope that they will come out in the right place on the

balance between compet it ion between an OVS system and the incumbent cable operator or

incumbent DBS system and int ra -system compet it ion - compet it ion among the programmers who

are on the OVS system . In our view, i f you let the compet it ion, the int ra -system compet it ion , be the

primary driving force, you will make that system not a viable compet itor to the cable system , and

you will lose the benefits of it . We have argued that what the FCC should do is enact simple rules ,

not t ry to decide everything upfront, since we don’t know how this is going to work out ; i f you t ry

to figure it out now without any real experience, you m ight get it wrong. You put yourself in the

posit ion of dictat ing technology, maybe inadvertent ly, but nevertheless, technology and markets. We
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recognize that there may be complaints, quest ions, and the FCC has proposed and we have suggested

in our draft rules that we subm it ted , that the complaint process with real concrete facts in front of

the FCC is the way to resolve that . I guess I would like to address a couple of the quest ions that have

come up just in reasonable rates . I think , at least we view " just and reasonable " as an old Tit le to a

common carrier concept , and because the Act says that the Tit le II regulat ion is not what should do

for OVS, we think that " just and reasonable" has to get away from all of the baggage that came with

Tit le II . The market, we think , will set just and reasonable rates. I guess I would say with Professor

Price, that i f you can get to the right price, that should be just and reasonable . With respect to PEG

must carry , the way that we have suggested that that happen, is that that be the OVS operator’s

obligat ion , but that whichever programming provider a customer takes should have the obligat ion

to include those programs with that package . We don’t call i t a t ier by - through, but I assume that ita

funct ions more or less the same way, and I would assume that i f must carry is not const i tut ional for

cable, it ’s not const i tut ional for us , either. I see that I’m com ing to the end of my t ime, I wi ll perhaps

just stop and have people ask quest ions.

Quest ion : What rules regulate the current VDT system ?

Leslie Vial : Our system , the Dover Township system , was authorized under the Commission’s video

dialtone rules . When the Act passed , it elim inated the video dialtone rules but said this should not

be const rued as requiring the term inat ion of systems that are current ly authorized . So we’re current ly

operat ing just as common carrier system . Once we see how the rules come out, we intend to make

a judgement as to which opt ion we want to proceed under for that system .
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Quest ion : Will the product be very different, or is this going to be just like cable from a viewer’sa

perspect ive?

Leslie Vial : This is one example that we have from Dover Township that, unfortunately, didn’t

become a reali ty, but we believe is one of the opportunit ies for OVS, is that we were approached by

the Korean cooking channel. This is something that is not likely to get carriage on the cable system ,- >

but that person , that ent i ty, thought that there was a niche market and thought they could make a go

of it on an open system . The hangup there was that under the Tit le II common carrier rules, we were

not able to assist them with market ing and various other things that they thought they needed help

from us or from somebody to make a go of it . When we couldn’t do that, they thought it was not

viable for them .

Quest ion : What is happening with TelQuest and FutureVision ?

Leslie Vial : I can’t comment on very much . TelQuest is not part of Bell At lant ic , first of all .

TelQuest has agreed to purchase FutureVision which was the init ial programmer on the Dover

Township video dialtone system . And I know that there are issues with t rying to get a slot on the

Canadian satelli te, and you’ve now exhausted my knowledge on the subject.

Quest ion : Is the open - video system in Magnavox switched digital video likely to be a viable business

prospect simpler to adm inister. And if that ’s t rue , do you think that moves you towards fulfi ll ing

your goals ?

Leslie Vial : To answer the second one first, yes , we think it moves us towards offering advanced
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telecommunicat ions. And the first one - is switched digital video simpler ? It ’s a new technology , and

new technologies are never simple. But a number of the problems that people who’re doing analog

or analog digital hybrid systems see , I think we do not see ; people have commented that a fully

digital system , or a switched digital system has unlim ited capacity. That ’s t rue, but it ’s not without

cost . The elect ronics - all the things that you need to do to increase capacity - come at a cost , and

there are certainly business judgements and t rade- offs that have to be made. Nevertheless, we do

think it ’s a more flexible technology and that ’s one of the reasons we’re going in that direct ion .

In OVS , we don’t know what the rules are yet . And there is a requirement in the Act that i f the

operator has a gateway system , some kind of a menu system , or makes informat ion about

programming available, it needs to make informat ion available about all the programmers in a non

discrim inatory way. There’s a dist inct ion , I didn’t get into this - we can later i f you want - but we see

a dist inct ion in some ways between the system itself and perhaps our affi liate who would be offering

the programming, and in some ways we have sort of thought that responsibi li t ies would divide

different ly among those two .

Eli Noam : Thank you very much . We now have John Urban , Vice President Government

Relat ions, Cablevision . This system ’s one of the largest cable companies in the count ry and certainly

in the metropoli tan area of New York .

John Urban : Thank you . I’d just like to pick up on a comment that Meredith made because she said

that when people come in to visit with the Bureau and they’re talking about switched systems, there’s

a lot less content ion. And I think that you meant that from a content ion, as far as business content ion ,
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but I think that word’s important because it ’s also content ion from the standpoint of network

content ion . I mean , that ’s why there’s content ion and the FCC, because you have a network where

you have a number of potent ial programmers that can’t get access to the network unless it ’s either

a switched digital network or an HFC network that has digital capacity so it has channel capacity to

the level that there’s not content ion to get on the network . So I think that content ion is an important

word that has mult iple meanings.

Cablevision is interested in OVS for a number of reasons . We’re interested in it because we

are a cable provider, and OVS is a potent ial compet itor to us or interested from a standpoint of

parity . We are also a programmer and Cablevision has been a niche programmer. In addit ion toa

American Movie Classics and Bravo and things like that , we have a very niche-oriented

programming. We feel that i f OVS is a viable plat form , that it would be a special interest to us

because we specialize in niche programming.

My involvement in OVS goes back to some involvement in video dialtone . Originally , when I was

a state cable regulator, and I was involved in the comment ing phase of video dialtone, and at that

t ime, I was very int rigued in video dialtone. I remember the rulemaking that came out said that the

concept was something that was analogous to the public switched network , although it would offer

you to t ransm it video . And I think that that ’s very int riguing because it not only allows for niche

programmers to program , but that concept really allows for individuals to program . And perhaps

is something like what the Net will eventually be if there’s more capacity on the Net . So that concept

of an open system that not only businesses can get access to program , but also small businesses or

individuals can get access to program on , to me is very interest ing. The problem going forward and

implement ing video dialtone was, A: the slow development of switched video and B : the slow
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development of digital boxes for an HFC plat form . So you have this concept of non -discrim inatory

access to a network , however you had networks lim ited in channel capacity and you got that

content ion problem . The interest in start ing video dialtone was really two - fold . One was that kind

of theoret ical interest in creat ing that plat form that would be open , that would be common carrier .

There had been a lot of concerns in the past about the fact that cable cont rols its content and you

have a lot of other programmers that want to get access to communicate, and they don’t have that

opportunity. So there was that interest in sparking video dialtone, but there was also an interest in

using video dialtone as a method for telephone companies to get into the video business because the

1984 Act had a rest rict ion lim it ing the abili ty for telephone companies to get into the business . With
a

the li ft ing of that rest rict ion , you now have a situat ion where the interest in video dialtone shoulda

be very pure , and the pure interest should be in this concept of a common carriage basis of delivering

video . However, there st i ll remain concerns about cost allocat ions, and I think later we’re going to

hear a li t t le bit about that. Because when you have this common carrier network , i f that network is
a

also carrying telephone traffic then you have quest ions about how are you going to determ ine the

cost allocat ions and who’s going to pay for what. Are telephone repairs going to be paying for the

development of this new service? The FCC is on its way in developing regulat ions. We heard an

interest in making sure that OVS doesn’t become front- loaded with regulat ions. But I’d like to share

with you a couple of experiences that we had with video dialtone and experiences that I got involved

in and without point ing fingers or nam ing names and I’ll even say that no one on this plat form , or

no one on the panel is named . But let me just go through an experience that Rainbow, our

programming company, had with video dialtone . In January of 1995 , Rainbow sought capacity on

a LEC’s video dialtone plat form . We had actually sought access to I think virtually every video
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dialtone plat form . Again , this is the programming side of the company . On Apri l 27th of that year ,>

the LEC responded to Rainbow’s request for capacity, inform ing Rainbow that a formal request wasa

necessary to secure plat form capacity. The very next day, that LEC received a request from its

unregulated subsidiary to secure the rest of the channels that were available on the plat form . So

Rainbow asked for a request on the plat form . We were told that a formal request would be needed ,
a

and the very next day, an unregulated subsidiary of the telephone company that owned the plat form

said , " Well, we want the rest of the channels." In May of that year, Rainbow followed up and

formally requested the channels, and the LEC not ified the Commission that it had a capacity

short fall, and then finally it went to the State and the State said that there was a short fall problem

and that they didn’t foresee the abili ty to remedy that short fall problem . That experience could well

be replicated with OVS, and that ’s really the concern , I think . If there is the alleviat ion of a

content ion problem , if there is such capacity that you get non -discrim inatory access , then I think

we’ll all be in good shape. But i f there isn’t non -discrim inatory access , and if there aren’t protect ions

to make sure that non - affi liated programs can get access to the plat form , then we’re going to end up ,

not with an open plat form that has non -discrim inatory access , but we’re going to just end up with

the same kind of plat form that we current ly have. So to answer the quest ion , is this real or

hypothet ical, I don’t think that we know the answer today because I think that the answer is

somewhat dependent upon the development of technology as far as switched video and as far as

compression for digital carriage. But I do think that i t ’s very important that the FCC not feel

compelled to create OVS, and feel compelled to make sure that this system works . I think that the

FCC should develop regulat ions, put it out there, and if i t works, it works; perhaps it won’t init ially

work but it wi ll over t ime. But I think that there is a general concern that there not be an interest in
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handicapping the system , or rest ructuring regulat ion so that i t ’s somehow insured to work . Because

if i t ’s insured to work , I don’t think that i t ’s going to . Unless we have the prom ise of technology, I

don’t think it ’s going to fulfi ll i ts non -discrim inatory requirements.

Quest ion : Are you , as a cable operator, complaining that the telephone companies are act ing like

cable companies ?

John Urban : No, I think what we’re saying is that i f you want to be a cable operator, you now have
a

the abili ty to be a cable operator. The rest rict ion that was in the ’84 Act has been removed , and if you

want to be a cable operator, fine. There’s a regulatory st ructure for that, and in fact , in Ohio , we’rea

facing that situat ion with Ameritech where they’re franchising in areas where we’re serving , and we

will be compet ing with SNET in Connect icut. SNET is franchising and we’ll be compet ing with

SNET. As far as OVS, if it ’s a different plat form , then it should be a different plat form ; it shouldn’ta

be cable .

Quest ion : As far as public access to the OVS plat form ?

Answer: The statute says that i f the local franchising operator requires public access as authorized

under the ’84 act, then it ’ll be required for the OVS operator. There are a lot of complicat ions because

these are cross - jurisdict ions and it ’s unclear what public access provision would apply. And it ’s not

clear that the city gets to enforce it . I don’t know if the city enforces it , but i t ’s a curious but

interest ing aspect of the rules.

John Urban : But I think there is an interest ing quest ion about the public access because in the
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definit ion of franchise, public access works its way in there. For example, I’m fam iliar with

Massachuset ts, where you have a very low franchise fee that goes to the regulators. However, the

fee between the state -mandated fee and the 5 % federal fee is taken up usually with monies that go

to public access. So the monies that are with OVS, the monies that are in lieu of franchise fees would

be public access monies . I’m not sure exact ly how those are dispersed in that part icular state. I’m not

sure how that ’s going to be addressed .

Quest ion : In the situat ion that you related to us , how many channels did that system have ? Answer :

Maybe I could ask Leslie Vial to tell us how many channels Bell At lant ic envisions an OVS having.

There’s sort of a sense of how OVS provides lim it less capacity, yet I’m wondering if it ’s any different

from VDT where you had obviously some capacity ...

Leslie Vial : Dover Township has 384 channels. FutureVision is offering about 70 right now. And

actually , Rainbow has reserved channels there that are not current ly in service.

John Urban : In the part icular case that I was talking about, the init ial representat ion was that there

would be 80 analog channels and 200 digital channels. The final outcome of this before it fai led, was

that it was going to be 76 analog channels, kind of a plain old cable television system . I think that

the Dover experience is substant ially different because it does have the high capacity; it is much

more of a real plat form .

Quest ion : What program access rules will apply ?
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Answer : Program access is a real di lemma with this because you have programmers out there, and
a

i f there are program access rules , then all of a sudden , that means that the owner of the plat form ,>

rather than the plat form provider can take that programming. So then there’s no one left to access the

plat form in a non -discrim inatory way. So I think that there’s probably a need in the reali ty of it . I

think that there’s probably a need to , over t ime, make sure that the programmers don’t play regulatory

games , and just withdraw programming completely and sink the concept of OVS. However,

personally , I think that, st raight out of the box , to use program access really defeats the whole

purpose, because then you won’t have a non -discrim inatory access plat form because all the

programming’s going to be grabbed by someone who’s going to cont rol i t . You’re not going to have

the opportunity for the programmers that are out there to really access the plat form on their own .

Eli Noam : Thank you very much . I should also tell the panelists that you can also respond to the

quest ions as long as you want to respond . Jeffrey Hops is the Director of Government Relat ions for

the Alliance for Community Media, a public - interest group involved in telecommunicat ions law and

policy . He has also been staff to our own Congressman Jerrold Nadler.

Jeffrey Hops : I’m going to , first of all , give you three things. First , I was going to give you the short

descript ion of the Alliance for Community Media and what it does. Then move to the Seven Deadly

Sins of OVS. And third , tell you about how the Alliance perceives the reali ty of OVS. First of all ,

the Alliance for Community Media, is , in the most standard sense, primari ly a t rade associat ion for

public educat ional governmental here and after PEG channels on cable TV. For Manhat tanites , that

would be Manhat tan Neighborhood Network ; that would be the All -City Council channel, the Board
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of Ed channel, and so on . We consider ourselves to be a public - interest group . Mult ichannel News ,

a t rade paper, called us this week , a " so - called " public - interest group . So if you would like, we are

a " so -called" public - interest group . We consider ourselves a public - interest group and therefore, I

consider it my role here to spice up things a bit , and if I don’t have at least half of the panelists here

ready to have my blood by the end of my six m inutes, I haven’t done my job . We’re very interested

in First Amendment rights in the elect ronic media , and because the content of access comes so much

into money , surprisingly, it brings us into consumer issues , as well. So that being said, I want to tell

you from the Alliance’s point of view, what our concerns are about OVS. We came up with seven

major concerns, so we’re going to call them the Seven Deadly Sins of OVS. First of all , OVS is not

a new technology.Nowhere in the statute are any technological standards required. So we don’t want

to get into the t rap thinking that there’s a demand that there’s a switched digital requirement in here .
a

It ’s not there . It ’s an undefined regulatory paradigm , which may or may not use new technologies.

No hardware change is necessary at all, and as I’ll get into , one of our concerns is that, in our worst

case scenario, a cable operator will become an OVS operator with a simple change nomenclature.

There’s no switched network requirement. So that ’s number one : OVS is not a new technology .

Number two : OVS does not absolutely require any third party access . As our other panelists have

noted , what it does say is that two- thirds of the system may be made available to unaffi liated

programmers , i f, and only i f demand is made. Now what is demand ? Well , demand is not specified

in the statute . If the price to get on the system , is $ 1000 per hour per sub, there probably won’t be

any demand and the OVS operator could take all the programming for itself. And when you read the

regional Bells’unified comments, you will see that the flexibi li ty that the regional Bells ask for in

shaping who can get on under a " so -called " non -discrim inatory circumstances, is so flexible as to
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create a possible situat ion where we’re concerned that there will be no meaningful third -party access .

Third , OVS will not bring new entrants into the provision of video conduits. There’s no requirement

that OVS be a second system , either geographically or in other compet it ion mat ters in a compet it ive

manner . OVS is not required to be in a place where cable is already. It can be cable systems

themselves . When you look at, for instance, US WEST’s purchase of Cont inental Cablevision , we

realize that RBOCs are already in the business of providing video services. So there’s the quest ion

which I’ll get to in a second about what the rat ionale is.RBOCs are already providing video services .a

We don’t see that they need a new impetus to get them to do stuff they’re already doing . Fourth , OVS

will not create compet it ion between wireline providers in the same geographical market . There is

no requirement that a system overbuild to get OVS, the assumed beneficial deregulat ion of OVS>

status . As I alluded to before, a simple nomenclature change after a buyout can create an

instantaneous OVS system which will be a monopoly in its market. So there’s been an at tempt by,

again by the unified Bells and some other part ies to say, well , we really need all this deregulat ion

so we can compete against an incom ing cable company. Well , i t ’s not required by the statute, and

the statute current ly could conceivably allow a nomenclatural change upon a buyout. That is , as I

ment ioned , our nightmare scenario. Fifthly, we have had some talk about int ra- system compet it ion .

Int ra - system compet it ion , i f i t is allowed to exist , which we’re very skept ical about , wi ll not drive

down the cost of access for exact ly the reasons that Professor Noam alluded . The market will f ind

its level , and given that there is an addit ional , in addit ion to the market finding its level , a very st rong

impetus for the operator to maintain complete editorial cont roll , ee don’t see the monopolist ic

interests in compet it ion as really offering anything. And again , as Mr. Urban acknowledged, the

rat ionale that the Bells are bringing into this , regarding the abili ty or the desire of the developist to
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pick up their capitalizat ion cost , in the case of VDT for Rainbow programming is just clearly not so .

Sixth , is corporate advocates want to subst i tute adjudicatory processes for bright line regulat ion. The

unified comments of the Bells were very st rong about saying let ’s not , and as Ms. Vial commented ,

let ’s not write any rules right now; let ’s wait and let the adjudicatory process take its course .

Adjudicatory processes are great i f you have money. And public - interest groups like myself, very

small operat ions like the Korean cooking channel, do not have the resources to bring to an

adjudicatory proceding . It ’s like going after a hydrogen bomb with a squirt gun as far as the just ice

of the system rights is concerned . And finally, I think I just want to reiterate the seventh deadly sin ,

is simply a repet it ion of what Mr. Urban pointed out, which was that, the seventh deadly sin is that

this is being promulgated as something that has to succeed against cable . This point has been made

already , so I’ll just say that i t ’s clear that there are four ways RBOCs can get into video

programming . They’re already, i t ’s not really clear why OVS needs to succeed for a business that,a

indeed, RBOCs are already in . The reali t ies for us are as follows: there is no requirement for

compet it ion for ent ry as an OVS operator. A OVS operator can be a monopolist ic . For us , our big

nightmare is this avoids to franchise requirements in local cont rol. VDT was supposed to provide

ent ry for the telcos but 19 of the 1996 law . Of course, gives them the right to enter out right, so it ’s

not clear what their rat ionale is . Finally , what we have been st ressing before the Commission is that

the one important public policy rat ionale for OVS is the openness of the system . It should be a cleara

quid -pro-quo , where we have pret ty much complete openness in exchange for deregulat ion . But we

are very , very pessim ist ic about the outcome of this because we are concerned that the unified

commenters will have their cake and eat it too . So in conclusion, I just want to say that the Alliance

for Community Media, a " so -called " non -profi t group has no object ion to making OVS profitable.
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Business people are in business to make a profi t, but profi t is not definit ionally the public interest.

If OVS is to serve public interest it has to reach quali f icat ions that go beyond the mere the bot tom

line. That ’s it . Any quest ions ?

Quest ion : Why is it from the public interest a nightmare scenario for cable companies to become

an OVS?

Jeffrey Hops : Well there are two reasons , one related generally to our concerns about local

governmental cont rol and the good we see that it brings to the cit izens of states and locali t ies .

Secondly related specifically to pay . First as far as what it brings to states and locali t ies , i f you look

at Tit le VI you’ll see that in addit ion to the rate regulat ion there are a number of public service,

quali ty of service, consumer protect ion regulat ions that simply go . When there is a t ransfer to OVS

they just go st raight out the window. Secondly, we see the property , the public rights -of -way which

cable operators use to run their cable as a public t rust . You , those of us here who are cit izens of the

City of New York , we have an ownership right in part of what the city has , as its property. And if

there is a t ransfer to OVS, and some of that exercise in cont rol is dim inished , then you , as cit izens
a

of the City of New York have lost a concom itant cont rol over your City rights. With respect to PEG

I also want to say that the regulat ions current ly being considered by the Commission contemplate

an interconnect ions between public access on PEG and public access on OVS. I have a very, very

dire concern that i f a cable operator is allowed , this really is our worst case scenario . If a cable

switches over to OVS, the OVS operator says , "Gee, you know we don’t have any pay requirements

anymore because there is no cable system anymore and since there is no cable system anymore, we
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aren’t required to match the cable system ." So , consequent ly I’m hoping that won’t be case , but its

certainly not out of the realm of possibi li ty .

Quest ion : How much has the Alliance for Community Media get t ing so far ?

Jeffrey Hops : We were actually very much able to get - what the Alliance going after its very

part icularized interest - were able to get what we wanted into the Telecom Bill more or less due to

the ski lls of our chief lobbyist , who could not be with us this evening . The reason we’re doing this

is because we have some very serious concerns that go beyond our organizat ion’s interest to the

whole idea of the First Amendment. The First Amendment doesn’t only belong to the owners of the

conduit , i t belongs to everyone. It belongs to the people in this audience as much it belongs to the

stockholders of Bell At lant ic . And so consequent ly their speech rights and access rights that we

seeing going even beyond PEG .

Quest ion : If OVS becomes nothing more than a cable operator, what ’s the difference ?a

Jeffrey Hops : I am at best sanguine probably pessim ist ic , skept ical , doubt ful that OVS be an open

plat form , and that ’s sort of where I am com ing from , pure and simple. When you look at comparing

the non -discrim inatory access to plat form structure of the Sect ion 302 of the ’96 Act , i .e. the OVS

statute to Sect ion 612 of the Cable Act , the leased access, there is current ly much more statutory

protect ion in leased access than there is in the OVS statute. Consequent ly, a great deal depends on

Meredith and the Commission to .... By the way, to answer the quest ion , Rep . Boucher of Virginia

is sort of considered the primary father of OVS . Rick Boucher . We actually had some discussions

with him before the law came out, and he is very much ideologically commit ted to the idea of the
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open plat form . The fact that the law doesn’t actually require an open plat form is , I would like think,

due more to the intercession of the other members than due to Mr. Boucher himself, who I think was

very much on the right t rack .

I just want to make a quick response to the quest ion you asked . If in fact OVS does not become an

open plat form , and an OVS operator becomes nothing more than a cable operator, then what ’s the

difference ? The difference is that it becomes a cable operator without a whole slew of statutorya

protect ions and regulat ions that now apply to cable . One can argue about how meaningful those

protect ions and regulat ions are , but there is a material difference, which is i f OVS doesn’t work asa

intended , what you got is essent ially an unregulated cable operator compet ing against a regulated

cable operator. So you got the problem first of all , that you’ve t i lted the playing field . Secondly , you

got the problem that i f you believe those provisions are meaningful, they won’t apply. What you

finally have because, and this is a point which hasn’t been raised , in the long run it ’s very likely that

cable operators will get into OVS. In any case because of the way the statute is worded and the LEC

can become an OVS plat form operator. So even if the Commission regulates now that a cable

operator can not become a plat form operator, all a cable operator has to do , as many have indeed

contemplated doing , is start their own phone company . What the t rigger is will vary from state to

state of course . But once they start their own phone company, then they are a LEC and then they

can become an OVS operator and as Mr. Squadron ment ioned with half the regulat ions of normal

cable.

Eli Noam : Our next panelist is Karen Stevenson , who is the General Counsel of Tele - TV. She will
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explain what Tele-TV is , a company formed by several LECs .

Karen Stevenson : That ’s right . Tele-TV is a partnership that was formed a li t t le over a year ago

by Bell At lant ic, NYNEX , and Pacific Telesis to create an integrated television service . But there

are several things we’re not . We’re not , for example, a network operator; we don’t own any plat forms

ourselves . And we’re not , at least at this point in our development , a programmer . But the not ion

was that those three companies could do together more efficient ly what each of them was in the

process of doing separately in order to roll out their own video offerings in their own terri tories. So

there were two operat ing divisions that were formed . One we call Tele-TV Media, which basically

is in charge of branding the service and developing the market st rategy for the service in connect ion

with the video service organizat ions of the partner companies . As well as going out and licensing

both linear programming and developing special kinds of packages for near video -on - demand

offerings including sports, movies , etc.

We have another division called Tele-TV Systems , and the funct ion there is to develop the

end - to-end video systems , again in conjunct ion with our partners ’organizat ions. We, for example,

recent ly awarded a cont ract for the development of a m illion set - top boxes for the MMDS systems

that the partners are going to begin deploying at the end of this year and into the next year . I don’t

know if Mr. Hops made everybody on the panel angry , but I think he probably would have surprised

certain Senators with his comments that the FCC shouldn’t feel that i t has a mandate to make OVS

a reali ty in our world today. Because I think that i f you read the Conference report, the Senate and

the House were both very interested in creat ing a viable compet itor to the exist ing video plat forms

and to encourage a new technology . So I think that the FCC does have a mandate to achieve those
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goals that are set forth in connect ion with the new Sect ion 653. But what I want to talk about, is a

li t t le bit of a divergence from what we’ve been talking about, though there is some overlap. And that

is i f you assume for the moment that the FCC creates an OVS system of regulat ions that encourages

everyone who wants to become an OVS operator and encourages people to come on those plat forms

as program providers , then you set that aside for the m inute . I’d like to talk a li t t le bit about the

reali ty of that, and give you some sense of the experiences we’ve been having as we’ve gone out on

behalf of our partners into the marketplace t rying to obtain programming for the new MMDS

systems. I think this is important because if we don’t have access to programming there isn’t really

going to be much incent ive for the partners to develop these new systems . If they are not going to

be able to put on programming that ’s compet it ive, and the current program access rules are, as one

of the gent leman in the audience noted , are relat ively lim ited in that they address basically satelli te

delivered programming by vert ically integrated cable operators. And in our experience as we go

around t rying to get access to key broadcast programming and key programming services that are

provided either not by satelli te or not by vert ically integrated programmers, we’ve encountered some

very significant problems. And I , unlike Mr. Urban can’t say that they don’t affect any of the people

in this room , but I will not name any names . I think that you need to understand that in order to have

a viable, compet it ive service you have to be able to offer certain things. So, for example, you have

got to be able to offer the major networks. Because 64 % of all cable viewing is broadcast networks.

50% of the networks and in deference to Bill Squadron, I’ll just say 50 % of the viewing in America

today is on the older networks. I shouldn’t say the major networks, but you know what I’m talking

about. And if you add into that equat ion Fox and UPN you get over 60 %. So you can see you really

have to provide a service that has broadcast on it . You can see we wouldn’t do a very good job
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market ing a service i f we couldn’t offer people the abili ty to see the World Series or the Olympics

or the kinds of special events that are only shown, the Academy Awards or something like that are

only shown on the networks . And yet we have found that requests are being made of us that we

believe are inconsistent with the kinds of requirements that have been imposed t radit ionally on cable

systems as they seek ret ransm ission consent from these major broadcasters . And just to give you

a feel for the kinds of things ,--now I’m not saying that we agreed with this but I’m just saying at the

outset these are things that have been requested. For example, past prem iums per subscriber of up

to 100 % more than what cable has to pay on a monthly basis . And a request that we set aside

immediately up to half a dozen or more channels on the system for programming services to be

provided in the future of an unspecified nature. You have to cont rast this to the request that ’s being

made historically of cable systems where they will agree that in the future they will set aside one

addit ional channel for a new service as it gets rolled out . So that ’s a nonmonetary demand but it ’s

significant because it requires us to set aside capacity. Other things have been such requests as

part icipat ing in joint ventures that are unrelated to the nature of focus of Tele - TV and the partners ,

and also somet imes some dilatory tact ics in responding to our requests. So we’re in a posit ion where

and we’ve been in to see Ms. Jones on this quest ion , and I think the Cable Bureau has taken the

posit ion at least to this point that while we are raising some issues that may be of concern , it is

certainly more than they can handle within the t imeframe that has been set aside by Congress . Even

if they wished to take up these mat ters in the OVS proceedings , and I have to say, that there is a

disagreement whether or not it would be appropriate . But, the other issues that we’ve run into have

to do with non - vert ically integrated programming where we’ve seen the imposit ion of new entrant

surcharges , or the at tempt to impose those or technology surcharges. And again , I don’t want to
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name names, but i f there are certain services that you can’t get , then you can’t really offer a viable

compet it ive package. And I think what we are saying is we are not interested in having preferent ial

t reatment. And in fact someone was talking about is there such a thing as good discrim inat ion or

fair discrim inat ion, and I think you see that in the program access rules . You’ve seen that there is

a principal basis upon which to discrim inate in pricing , for example. And we know that i t ’ll be a long

t ime before we are as big as TCI and can therefore command the same kinds of discounts. But at

the same t ime, I think what we are looking for is an opportunity to t ry to compete fairly. And we

can end up with a very beaut ifully drafted set of regulat ions for OVS, but unless new entrants can

get access to key programming, you are really not going to have real compet it ion in delivering

plat forms.

Quest ion : I understand that you want to be able to get network programming because you are

broadcast ing. But I wonder how you plan to meet this specific local community programming needs

as ?

Karen Stevenson : Well right now the must carry rules st i ll apply to us and so networks’ broadcast

programs, as long as those stand, they would be imposed on all US operators as well . And we would

propose that we think it would be a good alternat ive to share those with the other providers on the

system who would also have to make those programs available . We think that would be an efficient

use of the bandwidth - to be able to share that.

Quest ion : I wanted to highlight what you were saying to the OVS regulat ion. Do I understand your
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suggest ions to be that even though your partners have taken a posit ion in the OVS proceeding that

market forces should determ ine what a just and reasonable rate is for access to an OVS system - that
a -

market forces shouldn’t determ ine what the charges should be for your agreements with the

programmers to get access on your system ?

Karen Stevenson : No , I don’t think that ’s what I am saying. We’re not saying that a part icular price

should be dictated . We’re saying that those people, the networks and the non - vert ically integrated

companies, should come to the table and should negot iate with us . We don’t expect to get the same

prices as established ent it ies , and I think you see that when the program access rules are put into

place . I think Mr. Price said earlier there is this tension between deregulat ion and creat ing a level

playing field . And in 1992 there was some recognit ion that you’re not going to get real compet it ion

in the cable markets unless you create these rules and put up ome basic parameters. So we’re

willing to take our chances at the negot iat ing table . We’re just having problems get t ing people to the

table, and as I said , without those key services I don’t think you’re going to see a program offering

on OVS, in the near future .

Monroe Price : It certainly rem inds me of 1970 when the cable business argued that any compet it ive

efforts were basically using programming to sell the person computer and technology. And yet the

compulsory license, the avoidance of copyright or distance carriage as a mechanism to break that

and allow a programming opposed to technology . I’m wonder what ’s like that here , for example, i f

you’re going to have free over -the - air broadcast ing with certain kinds of protect ions, should one of

the dut ies of it be to help to develop new computer technology?
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Karen Stevenson : I take that as a rhetorical quest ion

Quest ion : I don’t understand why you want to carry that other program and st i ll be the public access

but argue to a fair pay on certain percent of the cost of producing that program . The cable companies
a

are already doing that to franchise these ...so are you .I assume that you also support public access

to the Net .

Karen Stevenson : I think that ’s a quest ion for my parent over here. I mean I really can’t answer that
a

quest ion for the plat form .

Quest ion : But, when we say that the statute in the 1996 Act imposes the paying requirements on the

OVS carrier that includes the burdens of PEG, it ’s not just the carriage. The argument I think that

people are having is what that burden should be. Some people say , as Jeff alluded to , that you have

an interconnect ion, and if i t ’s a public access channel you spli t i t . Other people are arguing that the

OVS operator has to make a matching financial commitment so that essent ially the amount available

for PEG access doubles, but that ’s most ly the kind of argument . I haven’t heard anybody really argue

that there’s no PEG obligat ion .

Karen Stevenson : I think we’ve said that we would carry that same level of programming that is

current ly carried by the incumbent cable system . We do not think we should have to take on the

obligat ion of studios and things that are not part of the PEG obligat ions and are not in the franchise

fee. So perhaps drawing dist inct ions that we have seen the PEG access as the programming and we
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would carry that level of programming.

Bill Squadron : If I can respond to that with all due respect . Needless to say that the joint

commentators , the RBOC commentators make some good comments . Their comments --we do not

see eye to eye on this part icular one . Where our interpretat ion of sect ion 653clb is that the statute

requires an exact match and consequent ly we have gone into the Commission with a proposal which

we call match and negot iate, and match and negot iate is that assum ing for the sake of our unit that

you do have an overbuild which again is to my mind really a gigant ic open quest ion . So assum ing

that you do have an overbuild , that the ent rant into OVS system can either pick up the terms of the

current requirements under the franchise agreement with the cable operator without having to say

a word to the franchise authority- or i f they don’t like it which we expect they won’t , then they can

contact the franchise authority and / or the cable operator and work out either a different bi lateral or

t ri lateral agreement.

Eli Noam : Thank you . Next we have Mark Apfelbaum who is the Senior Vice President of Time

Warner Cable .

Mark Apfelbaum : I was interested with the quest ion that was raised by a few people of where did

OVS come from . I think there is some argument that i t ’s kind of an example of the tai l wagging the

dog -- that VDT was a way of the Commission allowing telephone companies into the video business

when they were prohibited by the ’84 Act from get t ing in , and in some ways I think OVS is kind of

a remnant of something that was created to deal with that problem and whether or not it wi ll be real
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I’m not sure . But the point I wanted to emphasize is that whether or not a telco comes in througha

OVS or through a franchise, one of the main points we made in our comments to the FCC was that

we think the original problem that Congress had in m ind in the ’84 Act when they had the ban

against telcos being in the cable business is that they can come in and just take over everything. So

that problem didn’t go away just because now they’ve done away with the statutory ban . I think in

the statute and in the rule-making that everyone has been aware that there are st i ll major concerns

with allowing telcos into the cable business . And another whole side of the issue which I think is a

kind of a new concern that didn’t even exist in the ’84 Act is that cable operators, and in part icular,

Time Warner is making a very serious effort to get into the telephone business which is sort of the

other side of the coin of what we’ve been talking about here . And in our experience the telcos--and

I won’t name names either since that has been the policy so far --but the telcos have been less than

recept ive to our ent ry into their business. And I think there is a real danger which the Commission

really does need to address which is not to allow telcos to use OVS as a quick and easy end run into

the cable business , while at the same t ime telephone companies are keeping cable operators out of

their business. And I do think one of the major concerns is , as John ment ioned, the cross

subsidizat ion problem . And there is another proceeding that the FCC has started to look into

separately, which is a very necessary thing . But I think without firm cost allocat ion rules it wi ll be

very easy and from everything we’ve seen thus far is something telephone companies will do which

is to t ry to subsidize their ent ry into the cable business through rate payers of telephone operators.

Jeffrey Hops said that we’d all be angry at him by the end of his remarks. I guess the one thing he

said that I’d like to respond to is his point about who owns the First Amendment. And he said it ’s

not the owner of the conduit . We’ve never seen ourselves as a conduit . We’ve seen ourselves and the
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Supreme Court has recognized us as a full - f ledged First Amendment ent ity, and I think the First

Amendment, from the beginning of when it was writ ten , didn’t say that the First Amendment belongs

to the government; it says it does belong to the publisher, and I guess I think that ’s why maybe your

organizat ion is called a " so- called " public interest organizat ion because I think that was the very idea

of the First Amendment was really to keep the government out of private editorial decisions , and I

think that ’s really what ’s in the public interest, is that i t should work that way .

Quest ion : Why would a cable company be interested in OVS?a

Mark Apfelbaum : Well , f i rst of all , Meredith alluded to some of the problems that you have in

dealing with so many regulat ing bodies as a cable operator. We are the sixth largest; there are a

number of cable operators larger than us ; and we deal with over 700 separate franchising authorit ies,

then states and also federal governments. So there’s, I think , some interest in a framework that hasa

less regulat ion . And secondly , our company is one that ’s based on being interested in being an

editorial provider. At the same t ime, we feel that for us to compete in the future, we will have to

maxim ize the ut i lizat ion of our conduit , and the possibi li ty that a common carrier faci li ty will excite

the interest of other programmers and allow us to maxim ize that faci li ty is something that int rigues

us . So that ’s where our interest in OVS comes from . But it ’s something that I would say is somewhat

speculat ive from that standpoint.

Jeffrey Hops : Our comments stated that OVS stands a possibi li ty of being " cable- light", and the

light comes from the fact that about half the Tit le VI regulat ion , just as I ment ioned , goes out the

window. Tradit ionally , the cable companies have had a less than cooperat ive relat ionship with
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franchise authorit ies, there’s a st rong feeling of that, and the fact that cable operators don’t want to

have to deal with franchise

authorit ies anymore, and OVS is a way out of that.

Meredith Jones: But it ’s a way out that was legislated into existence by Congress. I mean , it

represents Congressional and the Execut ive view that there should be a system that has less

regulat ion, in order, ult imately, to encourage the format ion of addit ional delivery plat forms, and the

capacity to have more and different kinds of programming on the system . So , I feel like Mr. Hops

is arguing something that he probably argued last summer , and way up unt i l the 8th of February, but

from my standpoint , the die has been cast on this , and to t ry to re- impose on OVS all of the

requirements of Tit le VI , I think , is m isplaced interpretat ion of Congressional intent .

Eli Noam : Bill Squadron is --one reason why he’s last is that as a friend he will forgive me . The other

one is also that he has these two hats from his career . First , he’s here as not a cable and not a telco

company , but he was also the NATOA’s president of local regulators of cable television . So he

brings also the municipal perspect ive in it ...

William Squadron : Thanks Eli , and I realize that all of you are probably t ired and eager to get out ,

so I guess , unlike everyone else, I wi ll name names : Wake up . No , I just want to offer a few>

comments , part icularly harp back to the very beginning when Eli said , " Is this a realist ic opt ion ?"

I think we need a li t t le bit of a reali ty check with respect to open video systems . I would start off by

saying that Tom Landry said something about " we come to pay our respects to video dialtone here ."

I think he should’ve paraphrased Mr. Shakespeare and said we’ve come to bury video dialtone and

not to praise it. And it should have been buried and along with it , any children , siblings, or offshoots,

which we now have in the form of open video systems. This is not a good idea . It did pop up very
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late in the legislat ive process . The concept, as Professor Noam described it , is , in fact, a hybrid

concept, where you have the provider of the system being both the provider of programming and

supposedly the purveyor of unaffi liated programmers through a non -discrim inatory plat form . This

really doesn’t work , and it doesn’t work because inherent in that concept is that i f you cont rol the

conduit , and some of your programming, in fact, a good port ion of it goes over that conduit , you

have every incent ive possible not to t reat other programmers over that conduit fairly. And there’s

nothing wrong with that; I mean it ’s not invidious in some way. It ’s just not a system that will work .

One can look at leased access , which was originally the concept that Congress t ried to have as its

common carriage or unaffi liated programming relief, and it ’s never worked . And the Commission

is now trying to craft the leased access regulat ions to make them work . But , in fact, i t ’s somewhat

of a doomed process to begin with . Eli also ment ioned at the beginning that he has a thesis which

is that we’re moving toward some sort of private cont ract rather than common carriage system

overall, and I would say that I’m not sure I subscribe to that, but I don’t think you can m ix the two.

I don’t think there’s anything wrong with the not ion of common carriage video , i f in fact it had any

kind of econom ic or marketplace reali ty . But one of the reasons that video dialtone never actually

delivered programming except in a rare case like Dover Township where somebody made it an

example to do something , is that i t really doesn’t have any relat ionship to the real provision of

television programming in people’s homes . We don’t watch television as a mat ter of

commoncarriage. And the reason that video dialtone was adopted to begin with , is , just as we heard

a m inute ago, it was done as essent ially a lever to wedge open the door again the 1984 Act which

kept the telephone companies out of cable . Everyone saw that the only likely compet itor, before

DBS really began to take off, to cable, was the telephone companies; they were the only ones with> >
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the deep enough pockets and sufficient infrast ructure already in the ground to do it , but the

Commission had its hands t ied , and they came up with a very clever vehicle which was video

dialtone. And it didn’t really have marketplace connotat ion , but it had enough of a momentum that

it helped to push Congress to open the door. But it never would have been a real system , in real cit ies

around the count ry. Now, the problem with using something like switched -digital as the stalking

force for why you don’t have to worry about discrim inat ion against unaffi liated providers because

switched -digital is right around the corner , and once you have switched -digital , you’ve got among

it a capacity and then you don’t have to worry about it - but switched -digital is not right around the

corner . And you don’t want to craft rules for a marketplace today which is principally , in fact not
a

principally - almost overwhelm ingly an analog system with very finite channel capacity for

switched -digital that maybe ten years from now will be in a third of the communit ies in this count ry .a

We’ll probably get there someday but it ’s way off in the future, and if you think back five years to

when fiber to the home was being played very heavily in Washington as the reason to open up all

kinds of regulat ions because before you knew it we’d all have fiber opt ics plugged into our toasters ,

our televisions, our lights and everything. Well I mean it ’s never going to happen . It shouldn’t

happen , but it was being t rumpeted as being right around the corner and not that expensive and of

the US . So you have to be very careful when you’re craft ing regulat ions to deal with what ’s real as

opposed to what may emerge many many years down the road . Finally with the hat on that, the

other rat ionale for open video systems and for video dialtone has often been this not ion that there

are 33,000 franchise authorit ies around the count ry and just like Johnny Applebell , somebody’s

going to go door to door from 33,000 city halls , and somet ime in the year 2043 when they get to last

one, then they can put the switch on , and they can start service . And that ’s not the issue, but this
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number has kind of paraded around the halls of Washington and caught a lot of at tent ion . With

really very li t t le just i f icat ion, the cable indust ry has managed to get franchised to deal with locali t ies ,

but have an interest because not every world community is the same as every big city in the South ,

in the North , in the East , in the West and in every suburb . There are local interests that should be

addressed . Cable indust ry managed to get franchised , and the last t ime I looked , the cable indust ry

was doing pret ty well. The telephone companies, the last t ime I looked , were in every locali ty in the

count ry, and you’d be hard pressed to find a telephone company who didn’t know their local city

council , their local board supervisors , their local elected officials. For them to get franchisers,

Ameritech is doing with very li t t le diff iculty in the Mid -west-- right now is not a huge hardship . So

to sum up , the commission is carrying out the law now, and they have to implement open video

systems , but they need to bear in m ind that i f what you want to do is have a compet it ive playing field

that ’s essent ially equal, you have to really look at the rules and look at the flexibi li ty that you’ve got

and make sure that you’re not t i lt ing it too far one way or the other . I think it ’s great that the

telephone companies are com ing into video . We need compet it ion in the world of video . We need

more dist ribut ion systems, but there mechanisms for them to come in and do it on the same terms

as everybody else and it ’s not that diff icult. So I think we’re going to look with great ant icipat ion at

this horrendous t imetable you have, Meredith , and the way that you craft regulat ions that will allow

everybody to be t reated fairly. Thanks.

Thank you Bill .

Quest ion : Who’s going to pay for ent ry into OVS?
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Answer : I know we don’t think we’re going to be asking rate payers to subsidize the ent ry into video

on the federal level , and almost all our states were under price caps , which is to say we aren’t going

to be raising rates, and this is being funded out of the shareholders’ money . And then we hope it ’s

going to make money on its own . That ’s the idea.

Quest ion : It seems to me listening to the panel, in some ways OVS is being used as the way to have

posit ion in the city. It ’s like video’s outcome it seems to be a way in which the reali ty of OVS is

not as important as its bargaining aspects in terms of sort of t riangulat ing between Congress, the

Commission , and the city .

Answer: I don’t think it ’s unreasonable parameters and our company does this frequent ly to take the

posit ion i f there’s too much regulat ion in the world of communicat ion, i f there’s too much regulat ion

across the board , and to look for opportunit ies where the public interest can be served by less

regulat ion. And it ’s certainly understandable why the telephone companies or anyone else would

look for a mechanism to enter a new market with reduced regulat ion . But I do think that one has to

understand it for what it is , and make sure that whatever interests do require cont inued protect ion

from regulat ion or whatever interests you do feel need to addressed at local level , don’t get lost . And

I think that the one except ion in terms of an open system that has worked is PEG. It hasn’t worked

as well as it should for a variety of reasons. But in requiring certain channel capacity to be made

available for things like school board elect ions or local bullet in boards, you have at least had some

abili ty to use a very valuable asset for public purpose , but i t ’s because there was a firm requirement

that this be done .
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Jeffrey Hops : We proposed to the Commission that whether there’s a nomenclatured change or an

an OVS system spontaneously springs up - that either i f there’s a nomenclature change they could

just adopt the exist ing requirements for all t ime, or in the case where there was simply no video

proprieter which frankly is so infinitesimally small i t hardly merits discussion . But in that case, to

negot iate with the franchise authority even though it ’s not forbidden by statute, so it ’s something the

FCC could regulate.

Answer: I think one of the issues that ’s going to face every cable operator is level playing field issues

not only with OVS but also with , for example, wireless , wireless cable, and others . I think there are>

going to be a lot of discussions with local franchising authorit ies and with PEG access groups , i f

other compet itors are able to come in and provide comparable services without those regulatory

requirements.

Answer: But before people get the feeling that OVS is some kind of quick way to kind of slide out

from under regulat ions, OVS from our perspect ive is interest ing but there’s a lot of soft ground there.

One of the things about the regulatory framework that we have is we know it ; we understand it ; we

operate under it . OVS does not have that kind of framework . So from the standpoint of

implement ing a business plan there’s a lot of uncertainty from a regulatory standpoint, and that gives

you some discomfort.

Answer : Actually, I would agree with that part of it which is now what I think is where we sort of

started, which is nobody really knows yet what this is going to look like and we’ll make the decision
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as to whether we do it after we have a bet ter sense .

Quest ion : Cable operators at this end seem have been arguing that the monopoly ground between

telephone is thin . But obviously cable operators are moving into Internet t ing, and that sort of thing .

For $ 99 , the ... operator can turn your Internet connect ion into a telephone connect ion, so obviously

what ’s happening ... cable systems are already doing that. They are overlooking all the boundaries.

Are you crying a li t t le bit too much over here?

Answer : I don’t think anybody would say that the Internet which isn’t generally provided over our

systems is a real alternat ive to our local phone service. The thing that we’re t rying to get into is bui ld

a total faci li t ies -based network to compete with local phone companies , and to do that , one of the

main things you need to be able to interconnect with the exist ing phone company. And that ’s one of

the areas where we encounter great diff iculty. It ’s also one of the things that the ’96 Act addresses

and hopefully will improve.

Answer: If there’s an overall policy goal to create an environment where there’s compet it ion , i f the

cable operator and the telephone company aren’t allowed to get into each other’s business at the same

t ime or near about the same t ime, then I think there’ll be a fai lure in achieving that policy goal . Soa

I think that was just a general statement .

Answer : Well I think that i f the rules effect ively allow any ent ity to act just as a cable operator acts

today with effect ive cont rol over the conduit and to be subjected to reduced regulatory requirements
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in doing so , then I think that there is a natural inclinat ion for people to do it . So I mean , I think ita

really depends on whether or not the rules really achieve the t rade -off that i t ’s supposed to achieve

which is , is this t ruly an open plat form in exchange for reduced regulat ion ? If it ’s effect ively a

closed plat form for reduced regulat ion, sure people’ll do it .

Answer: I would agree that i f OVS is just created as an end -run for cable, then a lot of people willa

choose it . If it does do what it ’s supposed to do , I would think that most people who are making the

significant investment that is required to really provide cable services , that most would find it more

at t ract ive to go out and deal with all those 33,000 franchise authorit ies, which as Bill said is not

necessari ly easy but is not as daunt ing as that number sounds . I think we have about 10,000 .

Answer : Well my whole thing is access to content. As I said , assum ing you have a beaut ifullya>

designed , very deregulated system , i f you don’t have access to crit ical programming, you’re not going

to have a product. So I’d like to see that area of things loosen up a li t t le bit for real new entrants, and

then I think you’ll have some real compet it ion .

Answer : I’m actually in agreement with most accounted for so far, that in part icularly with a

Squadron. I’m not sure it ’s going to completely be . but you’re certainly going to have a correlated

relat ionship between the amount of editorial cont rol which the OVS operator can exercise, and the

likelihood that they will actually implement it i f you have complete editorial cont rol. If there’s

complete editorial cont rol, people go in . If it ’s really regulated in such a way that most , i f not all ,

OVS operators are relegated to the one - third that the statute provides , I would be willing about that.
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It ’s a deadlet ter.

Answer : I would just add that OVS could be an alternat ive regulatory st ructure i f OVS is going to

fulfi ll the requirement that there is nondiscrim inatory access . I think it really is dependent on

increased channel capacity either through switch technology or through substant ial compression

technology that reduces content ion to get on the plat form .

Leslie Vial : I would say that we’re perfect ly prepared to live with the editorial cont rol of just a third

of the system . We’re not prepared to live with the kind of regulatory regime we lived with under

video dialtone. If the rules are not video dialtone II , then yes , we will do this .

Meredith Jones: I don’t know whether they’ll come but the Commission has a real interest in havinga

new entrants in the marketplace, and having compet it ion , and most of all , the Commission sees OVS

entrants as compet it ion . On the other hand , they are all well aware of the fact that there is balance

and cable ; The cable alternat ive is available to new entrants , as well as to OVS, and if OVS isn’t

somehow different then I don’t think we’ve done our job .

Monne Price: Well in preparing for today I was t rying to think of alternat ive definit ions of OVS,

and after tonight ’s panel I think it ’s an overly vaunted scenario .

Eli Noam : Let me ask you to join me in thanking our panel, and we also thank Lisa Domonkos, our

Assistant Director for organizing this event, but in part icular Tom Landry who put this all together.
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Alex Wolfson who is our Associate Director for running the whole show . Steve Messer is going to

say something just for a m inute about how you can get in touch with our new Web page, and thena

we are going to ret ire. Steve?

Steve Messer : I won’t hold you up too long . The Virtual Inst i tute of Informat ion has a flyer outside

that has the address on it i f anyone didn’t get it . The address is www.ct r.columbia.edulvi i. It ’s not

only a research inst i tute; it ’s also a place where we can cont inue this discussion outside of the

conference area . I hope all wi ll join in and at least look at the site and please give us some feedback .

Thank you .
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